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Highlights

• We propose a novel secure similarity image retrieval system by using SGX

technology based on CBIR, which can protect the privacy of features and

image contents from cloud server.

• The SSIR scheme enables the resource-constrained clients to move the

process of preprocessing images to cloud sever, and perform searching in

cloud server. This will reduce the cost of client.

• We implemented secure similar images retrieval function on real SGX plat-

form and analyzed the experimental results.
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Hongyang Yan, Zhe Chen, Chunfu Jia∗
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Abstract

With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology, we are

entering a new era of computing technology. This emerging technology allows

connectivity for everyone and everything. Thus, IoT encapsulates some intel-

ligence in Internet-connected objects to communicate, exchange information,

sharing multimedia data, take a decision, invoke various actions and provide

amazing services through smart devices. A huge amount of sensitive informa-

tion and multimedia data such as images and videos are sharing which gener-

ates traffic in the network. Moreover, multimedia data contains high dimension

property, which affects image processing including storage and retrieval in IoT

environment. Additionally, limited storage capabilities and computing power

are drawbacks of smart devices which makes the situation more complicated.

To overcome this problem, users prefer to store their multimedia data on a cloud

server to make local storage and computation flexible in smart devices, but still

security and privacy concerns. To get rid of this challenges, the emergence of

Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX) provide a new solution. In this paper, a

novel secure similarity image retrieval (SSIR) scheme based on the primitive of

content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is proposed to protect the images search.

In addition, the proposed SSIR scheme enables the resource-constrained clients

to move the process of images as well as the outsource searching operations to

the cloud server which reduce the cost. Furthermore, the security analysis shows
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our scheme is secure in the proposed model. Experiment results illustrate that

our scheme is well fitting for images retrieval in practical applications.

Keywords: Content-based image retrieval, SGX, IoT, Security privacy

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things, smart devices have

been widely used in our daily life, which attracts people to share multimedia data

such as images or videos. Thus, a large amount of image data are flooding on

the Internet [39]. Although smart devices bring a lot of convenience for people,

due to the disadvantages of smart devices such as limited storage capability

and computing power, users on the mobile device side cannot perform complex

processing, especially image data with a high dimension. Therefore, in order to

save the storage space and reduce the computation overhead of the client side,

users usually outsource their images to the cloud server.

This situation leads to the image search operated by the cloud server. Cur-

rently, a lot of companies and research institutes are working on developing the

image retrieval systems [35, 36, 40]. The most popular image search systems

include Google Similar Images and Baidu Shitu. But the security and privacy

issues are still concerned because these systems are searching based on the orig-

inal images. For example, when a client attends to retrieve some similarity

images, he needs to upload the query image to the cloud server. Then the im-

age content and his interests will are known by the cloud server. This will result

in a privacy leak, especially the image content relates to the private photos or

medical images.

Encryption is a general solution to protect the image privacy, image owners

encrypt their images before uploading to the cloud server. Users can exploit

the cloud server to share [7], search [34] or control access [31, 41, 16] to their

image data. However, it also brings a new challenge when searching over the

ciphertexts. Some existing works have tried to present a secure image retrieval

system. They used technologies such as order-preserving encryption (OPE) [2],
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homomorphic encryption (HE) [27], comparable encryption [42] to keep privacy-

preserving. All previous works on privacy-preserving image search impose either

a heavy workload or complex processing for image owners. These schemes are

difficult to be implemented on resource-constrained devices.

The release of SGX [21, 1] technology provides a new way of secure image

retrieval. It can isolate a completely trusted space for original image search.

SGX is an extension of the Intel System to enhance the security of software.

This method does not identify the malware on the platform, instead, it seals

the security operations of legitimate software in an enclave, protecting it from

malware, any non-privileged software cannot access the enclave. In other words,

once the software or data are loaded into the enclave, anyone cannot affect the

code and data even the operating system. Utilizing the SGX technology, during

the image retrieval process, the encrypted image can be loaded into the enclave

for decryption and then search over the plaintext image. Furthermore, there

can be multiple enclaves running in parallel in the SGX.

1.1. Our contribution

In order to reduce the computing cost on the client side, we propose a novel

secure similarity image retrieval (SSIR) scheme based on the primitive of CBIR

to protect the privacy during a search by using SGX technology. Our proposed

scheme provides a new solution for secure image retrieval. Compared with the

existing works, our scheme has the following contributions:

• We propose a novel secure similarity image retrieval system by using SGX

technology based on CBIR, which can protect the privacy of features and

image contents from the cloud server.

• The SSIR scheme enables the resource-constrained clients to move the

process of images to the cloud server, and outsource searching operations

in the cloud server, which reduces the cost at the client side.

• We implemented secure similar images retrieval functions on real SGX

platform and analyzed the experimental results. The experimental results
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show that the proposed SSIR scheme has advantages in practical applica-

tion.

1.2. Organization

The rest of paper is organized as follows: the related works are introduced

in section 2. The preliminaries are given in section 3. Section 4 describes the

basic system model. The concrete scheme is presented in section 5. Section 6

gives security analysis about our scheme and Section 7 shows the experimental

evaluation. Finally, conclusions are made in section 8.

2. Related work

Content-based image retrieval has been studied for several years [8], and

some image retrieval systems have been put into application, such as Google

Similar Images and Baidu Shitu. However, these works focus on efficiency and

performance, security and privacy issues are neglected. Thus, researchers are

paying more attention to study the secure image retrieval scheme.

To the best of our knowledge, there are the following main techniques to

construct secure image search schemes. Zou et al. [26] proposed a SecSIFT

scheme by using scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [18] algorithm to ex-

tract features and order-preserving encryption (OPE) [5] to encrypt feature vec-

tor. Their scheme guarantees the privacy requirement when the user outsourced

SIFT computation between two independent servers. Similarly, Wang et al. [32]

proposed a practical privacy-preserving outsourced image search model. They

Scheme Technique Model Search over

SecSIFT [26] SIFT, OPE Two cloud servers Encrypted images

Wang et al. [32] SURF, SHE Two cloud servers Encrypted images

Lu et al. [19] SIFT, HE A single server Encrypted images

Our SSIR SURF, SGX A single server Original images

Table 1: The main secure image retrieval schemes
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extracted feature points and compared by leveraging speeded-up robust feature

(SURF) and somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) [6] respectively. Lu et

al. [19] presented a secure SIFT feature detection system with homomorphic en-

cryption [10]. They detected feature points by investigating a quantization-like

comparison strategy.

Table 1 gives some classic schemes of secure image retrieval. From Table

1, the most used encryption techniques include OPE, HE. Order-preserving en-

cryption is used to guarantee the sequence is consistent with the plaintext in

the case of ciphertext. But this will lead to the sequence information leak. Ho-

momorphic encryption technology is also used to construct secure image search

scheme, however, these schemes usually need complex computations. They can-

not be applied in the computing-restricted environment. All the mentioned

works are searching images over ciphertext, that is to say, they cost the preci-

sion of their schemes to achieve the security. Some other related works focus

on the interesting fields such as face recognition [22, 27, 33], privacy-preserving

classification of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals [3], privacy-preserving finger-

code authentication [9]

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Speeded-up robust features (SURF)

The method of feature extraction is significant in context-based image re-

trieval. The common feature extraction methods include color feature [13, 14,

23, 29], texture feature [11, 30], shape feature [24, 25, 20] and local invariant

feature [28, 37]. Comparing to other methods, both SURF algorithm and SIFT

algorithm have a better robustness and distinguishable for the scale and rota-

tion of images than other algorithms. But SURF algorithm is faster than SIFT

algorithm, thus we use the SURF algorithm to extract image feature in our

experiment.

SURF algorithm was first presented by Herbert Bay in 2006 [12], and pub-

lished in 2008 [4]. SURF algorithm is an improvement of the SIFT algorithm,
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which was proposed by David Lowe in 1999 [17], and finished perfectly in 2004

[18]. The major stages of computation used to generate the set of image features

as follows:

a. Constructing scale-space For an image I(x, y), in order to generate the

image’s stable edge points, it first needs to construct a Hessian matrix as

follows:

H(I(x, y)) =




∂2I
∂x2

∂2I
∂x∂y

∂2I
∂x∂y

∂2I
∂y2


 (1)

For each point I(x, y), the Hessian’s determinant is computed as

det(H) = Dxx ·Dyy − (0.9Dxy)2 (2)

where Dxx, Dyy and Dxy are the second order Gaussian derivatives in x, y

and xy direction repectively. The weighting factor 0.9 is used to balance

the error which is caused by the use of approximation box filters.

b. Interest point localizaion Each point, processed by the Hessian matrix

is compared with its 26 neighbors in the image space. If it is larger or

smaller than its neighbors, this point will be selected as an interest point.

c. Orientation assignment For each interest point, the harr wavelet feature

in its circular neighborhood is counted. That is, in the circular neighbor-

hood of the feature points, the sum of the horizontal and vertical harr

wavelet features of all points in the π
3 sector is counted, and then the

fan shape is rotated at intervals of 0.2 radians and repeat this process.

Finally, the direction of the sector with the largest value is taken as the

main direction of the feature point.

d. Keypoint descriptor Select 4 × 4 square around the interest point, and

count the harr wavelet feature in horizontal and vertical direction. Thus,

this harr wavelet feature is denoted as (
∑
dx,

∑
dy,

∑ |dx|,
∑ |dy|), and

an interest point feature vector is 64-dimension.
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3.2. Intel software guard extensions (SGX)

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [21, 1] is an extension of the Intel

System to enhance the security of software. It provides an enclave to isolate ex-

ecution environment, which is a trusted space. SGX mainly has three functions:

isolation, sealing, and attestation.

• Isolation: Once programs and data are loaded into the enclave, no one

cannot read or modified the content, even the operating system.

• Sealing: Every SGX processor has a hardware-resident key which is called

the Root Seal Key. When an enclave is created, it can derive a key from

the Root Seal Key called the Seal Key, and the key is used to encrypt or

authenticate data and store it in untrusted memory.

• Attestation: It includes two forms of attestation: local attestation and

remote attestation. When two enclaves on the same platform, they use

local attestation. When two enclaves on the different platform, they use

remote attestation.

SGX provides a secure computing environment during the search process.

It loads the required calculation into the enclaves, which ensure the security of

the calculation process.

4. System Model

In this section, we introduce the basic system model including participants,

threat model and design goals.

4.1. Participants

In our system, we have three participants: image owner, search client and a

cloud server.

• Image owner: Image owner has a large scale of images which can build

an image library. The image owner extracts image features, and encrypt

images and feature vectors, then sends the ciphertext to the cloud server.
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• Client: A search client usually provides a query image, aiming to search

for the similarity images. Because of the search client has a resource-

constrained power, the process of extracting image features and searching

have to be performed in a cloud server.

• Cloud server: A cloud server provides a powerful storage service and com-

puting power. The encrypted images and index are stored in the server.

It helps the client search the similarity images and returns the result to

the client side.

4.2. Threat model

We suppose that the cloud server is “honest-but-curious”. It follows our

protocol honestly but always tries to learn additional information during the

search process. In this paper, we consider the threat model as the following

one [38]. The cloud server has the ability to access the encrypted images and

feature vectors. It can access the encrypted query image and feature vector.

4.3. Design goals

In our system, we design to achieve the following several aspects:

• Privacy of image owner: The privacy of large images and feature vectors

have to be protected, the adversary can not get any content information

about images.

• Privacy of client: The query image information should be protected. The

server and image owner cannot obtain the information about the query

image. It guarantees the query privacy of the client.

• Unforgeability: Before searching, a client needs to authenticate to image

owner firstly, a search client who is authorized by image owner can use

search functions; otherwise, the program will terminate.
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5. System Design

5.1. Overview

The SSIR system consists of three parts: image owner, cloud server and

client. The first two platforms need SGX to be embedded, the last one does

not need SGX embedded, it only needs to be able to do the encryption and

decryption operations.

Protocol flow. First, image owner generates two pairs of keys: a public

encryption key pair and a signature key pair. The public encryption key is used

to encrypt the images and the feature vectors. The signature key is used to

authorize the clients to perform the image search over the image set. Next,

through remote attestation and local attestation, the secret key of image owner

is transferred to the search enclave. The search enclave decrypts the encrypted

query image, extracts the feature vectors of the query image and runs the search

algorithm on the plaintext. Finally, it returns the result to the client.

5.2. Functions

5.2.1. Image owner

The image owner platform runs a secure enclave called the key manage en-

clave and has three main functions: setup, search authorization, and decryption

key provisioning.

Setup. The key manage enclave generates a public/private key pair (pk0, sk0)

which is used to encrypt the images and verification/signing key pair (vksig, sksig)

which is used to authorize search function to clients. The keys pk0 and vksig are

published while the keys sk0 and sksig are sealed with the key manage enclave’s

sealing key and kept in non-volatile storage.

Search authorization. When the image owner receives a request from a

client, he determines whether or not to authorize search function to the client.

If the image owner agrees, he provides a signature to the cloud server. The

search function will be loaded into an enclave program called a search enclave.

The image owner signs the MRENCLAVE value in the report of this enclave,

10
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Figure 1: The system architecture and protocol flow

which identifies the code and static data that was loaded into the enclave upon

initialization.

Decryption key provisioning. When the cloud server verifies the validity

of the image owner’s signature, the key manage enclave will receive a remote

attestation from decryption enclave, and then transfer the image owner’s secret

key sko to decryption enclave. Then the decryption enclave transfers the secret

key sko through local attestation sent from search enclave.

5.2.2. Client

Encryption. The search client provides a query image Q and intends to

search similar images over the image set of the owner. Due to the resource-

constrained, the client can not preprocess the image locally. The client encrypts

the query image using the public key pk0 and uploads to the server cloud.
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Decryption. The client receives the search results from the cloud server

and decrypts the encrypted images with private key skc.

5.2.3. Cloud server

Decryption enclave. When the cloud server verifies the validity of the

image owner’s signature, the decryption enclave sends a remote attestation to

the key management enclave and obtains the image owner’s private key sko

through establishing a secure channel. Then the decryption enclave transfers

the key to the search enclave after local attestation.

Search enclave. The search function is loaded in the search enclave. The

client sends an encrypted query image to the search enclave, and the ciphertext

will be decrypted with secret key sko. The feature vector of this query image

is extracted in search enclave first, then the search algorithm is performed and

returns the search results. The similar images are encrypted with the client’s

public key pkc before they are output from search enclave. Therefore, the server

cannot obtain the plaintext information and returns the ciphertexts to the client

side at last.

5.3. The Concrete Scheme

We construct the concrete scheme in this part. Here, we suppose that the

image owner has an image set I = {I1, I2, ..., In}, n is the number of images. For

the image owner, there are two pairs of keys, one is public key pair (pko, sko),

and another one is signature key pair (vksig, sksig). For a search client, there is

a public key pair (pkc, skc).

The secure similarity image retrieval scheme consists of the following steps:

Step 1: Image Preprocessing. Before uploading the image set to server,

image owner needs to preprocess the images. This procedure includes two parts:

• Image encryption: Image owner needs to upload the image set I = {I1, I2,
..., In} to the cloud server, where Ii denotes the ith image. In order to

protect the image content from the server, the image owner encrypts the
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<request>

<agree> <σ, idclient>

<Encpko(Q), T2>

Search Enclave

Server

Decryption Enclave

Encpko(Q)

Figure 2: The search request protocol

image set I with the secret key sko, then obtains the encrypted images

C1, C2, ..., Cn.

• Image index encryption: This part is to generate an image index according

to the feature vectors which are extracted from images by using the SURF

algorithm. The final feature vector is denoted as hi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Step 2: Search Request. When a client needs to search a similar image

in the owner’s image set, the client has to ask the authorization from the image

owner. If the image owner agrees the client’s search request, he will send a

message < agree > to the client and a signature σ < Signsksig (idclient, T1) >

by using the image owner’s private signature key to the cloud server. The

client once receives the agree message, he sends the encrypted query image

< Encpko(Q), T2 > to the cloud server. The cloud server first verifies the time

T2−T1 < 4T , which4T denotes the valid time. Second, the cloud server verifies

the signature by computing V rfyvksig (Signsksig (idclient, T1), idclient). Then,

the cloud server loads the encrypted query image Encpko(Q) in search enclave.
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Search enclave gets the secret key sko via local attestation from decryption

enclave. Finally, the encrypted query image is decrypted in the search enclave,

which is a trusted environment that the cloud server cannot obtain the image

content.

Step 3: PreSearch. The query image Q will be first extracted feature by

using the SURF algorithm, the feature vector is hQ.

Step 4: Search. This algorithm is performed in search enclave. It computes

the distance between the query image Q and each image Ii in the image set. The

detailed search algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. hQ,hi denotes the feature

vector of query image and the ith image respectively, suppose the dimension is

m, the dis(hQ,hi) denotes the distance between the two images. We use the

Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between two images, the shorter

the distance, the more similar the images. hk denotes the similar images.

Algorithm 1 The search algorithm

1: Input hQ and hi

2: Output hk

3: compute dis(hQ, hi) =
√

(hQ1 − hi1)2 + ...+ (hQm − him)2

4: for {i = 1; 0 < i ≤ n; i+ +} do

5: if dis(hQ,hi) < dismatch

6: hk = hi

7: end if

8: end for

Step 5: EncImage. The similar images are encrypted with the public key

pkc of the client in search enclave. The server can not get plaintext information.

Then the server sends the ciphertext Ck to the client side.

Step 6: DecImage. The client receives the ciphertext Ck from the cloud

server, then decrypts it by using his secret key skc. Finally, the client obtains

the similar images.
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6. Security Analysis

In this section, we present the security analysis of SSIR scheme from the

following aspects:

Privacy: The SSIR scheme achieves both the privacy of the image owner and

the client. Because image owner encrypts their images and feature vectors

before uploading to the cloud server firstly, the cloud server cannot obtain

any sensitive information about the image contents. Thus, the privacy of

image owner is protected. Besides, when a search client intends to query

an image, he encrypts the image and preprocesses it in the enclave on

the cloud server. The similarity images are encrypted with the public

key of the client in the enclave. Afterward, the cloud server returns the

ciphertext of similar images to the client directly. Thus, image owner and

cloud server do not get information about query image.

Unforgeability: Before searching, a client needs to authenticate to the image

owner firstly. If the image owner agrees, the client sends the encrypted

query image to the cloud server, the cloud server obtains the signature

from the image owner, it verifies the validity of the signature. The program

will go on formally in case of the signature is valid; otherwise, it will

terminate.

7. Performance Evaluation

m 32 bits 64 bits 128 bits 256 bits 512 bits

Encenclave (ms) 13 13 18 22 32

Decenclave(ms) 70 91 172 372 713

Table 2: The encryption and decryption time in enclave.

We implemented our scheme on a real SGX platform. We test the experi-

mental evaluation and analyze the results in this section.
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Figure 3: Impact of the number of images on search cost

We implement our scheme by using C language on the VS2010. The experi-

ment is conducted on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-8950 CPU running

at 2.9GHz, 16G RAM. We test our experiment on the famous INRIA Holidays

image set [15]. The holiday’s image set is a set of images which mainly contains

some holiday’s photos, we randomly select 50, 100, 200, 400 images from the

data set.

In our experiment, we mainly test the search cost and search accuracy to

evaluate SSIR scheme.

- Search cost: We test the search time and the encryption/decryption time in

the enclave. As shown in Figure 3, we test the query time by search-

ing across different sized image sets. The image sets are (50, 126), (100,

211), (200, 415), (400, 665) respectively. The former represents the num-

ber of images, and the latter represents the size of the image set. The

search time increase with the size of the image set. Table 2 illustrates the

encryption/decryption time increase with the size of the plaintext.

- Search accuracy: In order to evaluate the accuracy of SSIR scheme, we use

the well-known evaluation method: recall vs. 1-precision.

recall =
The number of correct matched images

The total number of related images

16
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Figure 4: Recall vs. 1-precision

1− precision =
The number of correct matched images

The totol number of all matched images

Figure 4 shows the curve about recall vs. 1-precision. We compared our

SSIR scheme with the original SURF [12] and Wang et al.’s scheme [32].

Because in both original scheme and SSIR scheme, the feature extraction

and interesting points matching are conducted on plain images, their recall

vs. 1-precision curves overlaps basically, while Wang et al.’s used two

servers to extract feature points over the encrypted images, their recall and

1-precision lower than ours. We select two different images as the query

images respectively. The search results are shown in Figure 5. When the

number of same feature point between the two images is larger than t,

where the t is the threshold value, the system returns the similar image.

Discussion. We also test the search time in a formal situation. Figure 6

illustrates the comparison of search time between a formal situation and enclave

environment. It can be observed from the figure that as the image number

increases, the time it takes for the search algorithm to run in the enclave is

longer than the normal operation. The performance loss is indicated in Figure

7. We analyzed the reason of causing performance loss: read data and computing

process. When the data is loaded into the enclave, the mapping table will be

rewritten, switching from normal mode to enclave mode will result in a system
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Figure 5: Search results

interrupt, which brings extra time. During the computing process, it also needs

to be called from the outside to the enclave, thus it generates extra time.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel secure similarity image retrieval (SSIR)

scheme based on the primitive of CBIR to protect the privacy during the search.

Our scheme uses SGX technology to ensure security during the matching pro-

cess. It enables the resource-constrained clients to reduce the consumption of

storage and computing power. Comparing to the existing solutions, our scheme

can provide a new secure similarity image search solution.
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